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I read with interest the recent blog from respected engineers in rare earth element space, Jack Lifton and
Gareth Hatch. These two men are experts and likely have forgotten more about the process metallurgy,
separation, refining, sales, and marketing of this fascinating specialty metals group than I will ever know.
I can agree with many of the points that each makes in his analysis. I will not quibble with the idea that
“small” is okay in REE space but will disagree with Jack that small is somehow better.
That said, as a field geologist by education and experience and an analyst and investor by profession, I
think both gentlemen are missing key criteria for success by not carefully considering the share structure,
people, and projects of their top stocks before picking them as favorites. There is much more to the REE
game than deposit size, metal distribution, process metallurgy, and concentrate tonnages.
I would suggest that most readers of this blog are speculators in the junior resource sector attempting to
learn about the best companies so they can invest and make money in the stock market. Thorough due
diligence is always required to assess a company’s chances of success.
Let’s look briefly at some of the companies favored by Jack and/or Gareth:
I visited Ucore Rare Metals’ (UCU.V) Bokan Mountain project in mid-August along with fellow Rare
Metal blog editors Jack Lifton and Tracy Weslosky.
The Dotson Ridge deposit is small with low TREO grade but heavily skewed toward the HREOs. The
individual mineralized zones are very narrow (generally less than a mineable width of 1.5 meters) and are
discontinuous along strike. The deposit will require selective mining and/or physical or mechanical
separation of pay zones from wall rock using very high cost mining methods.
The company apparently is reluctant to commence the next logical step: Permitting, test mining, and bulk
sampling during the 2011 field season. I must conclude the sole corporate exit strategy is to sell the
project but have doubts that any larger player in the REE sector is seriously interested at this juncture.
With current knowledge, the Bokan Mountain project is not viable. I agree with Jack that it will require
private or government subsidies if a significant deposit can be delineated and if it is ever mined.

As of June 30, Ucore Rare Metals had 105.4 million shares outstanding, 134.0 million shares fully
diluted, 24.5 million warrants at an average price of 26 cents, market cap of about $65 million, and $4.4
million in cash and securities. The company must go to the market for financing later this year or in early
2011. Ucore Rare Metals’ share structure is highly diluted given the stage of its flagship project and the
potential for a significant increase in its share price is therefore limited.

The second company Jack discussed is Great Western Minerals Group Ltd (GWG.V). Great Western
is the only current North American junior with a partially integrated REE business via its Less Common
Metals alloy facility in England and what appears to be an R&D lab in Michigan.
I do not think any of the company’s exploration projects currently are candidates for development and
mining. Hoidas Lake is too small, low grade, remote, and infrastructure-challenged to be of interest to
outside parties. Others are very early stage, remote, and/or too low grade.
Steenkampskrall in South Africa is a small, narrow, high grade vein deposit that was mined from 19521963. If it eventually proves to be of sufficient size and grade, the mine likely will be operated at a loss to
secure supply. Its high thorium content could be an environmental issue. GWG has signed an off-take
agreement to purchase the REE mineral concentrates from owner Rare Earth Extraction Company of
South Africa and currently holds a 20% equity interest in that company.
GWG recently announced a $35,000,000 equity financing at 33 cents with a two year half warrant at 45
cents. With another 106 million shares out and 159 million fully diluted, I address the crux of my issues
with Great Western Minerals Group: It has a severe case of “Aus disease”, i.e., an excessive number of
shares outstanding. I first evaluated GWG at a Toronto show in October 2007 and it had too many shares
for my liking at that time.
Post-financing I estimate the company soon will have about 350 million shares outstanding, 451 million
fully diluted, a market cap of $125 million, and $38 million in working capital post-financing.
Compare GWG with the share structure of Quest Rare Minerals Ltd (QRM.V): After completion of its
new bought deal financing, QRM will have about 53 million shares outstanding, 64 million fully diluted,
a market cap of about $250 million, and about $55 million in the bank; or Rare Element Resources Ltd
(RES.V; REE.AMEX) with 32 million out, 39 million fully diluted, a market cap of $270 million, and
about $10 million in working capital.
I opine that Great Western Minerals Group has diluted beyond being a vehicle for speculative investment.
A big share rollback (5 or 10:1?) appears inevitable for Great Western Minerals Group. Note I have never
experienced a rollback that was beneficial to current shareholders.

I know some about Gareth’s suggestion, Alkane Resources Ltd (ALK.ASX). The Dubbo project may
become a mineable deposit for zirconium and rare earth elements but development has been pending for
two decades. As of June 30 Alkane had A$8.5 million in the bank and requires a large capital infusion to
complete its goal of a definitive feasibility study, environmental assessment, and mine financing within
one year. Capital expenditures to build the mine and processing complex are estimated by the company at
A$150 million. The deposit has significant uranium content and that could be problematic since uranium
production is prohibited in New South Wales. With ALK’s significant gold projects, Dubbo could be
acquired by a specialty metals miner, Zr or REE consumer, or perhaps spun-out as a stand-alone entity.

Alkane is not a company that is likely to attract significant North American speculative interest due to the
difficulty of trading Australian-listed stocks in this hemisphere. As per usual, it has a mild case of “Aus
disease” with 249 million shares outstanding but with a healthy current market cap of about A$210
million.
I think most savvy North American investors will play on our own terra firma and leave this speculation
for those that speak English with an oversized twang, drink beer from oil cans, and waltz with sheilas.

Gareth also mentions Stans Energy Corp (RUU.V). My problem with this company is reflected in its
name: Stans’ flagship project is in a country that ends in “stan”. It’s Kyrgyzstan, a country that had a
violent coup, street riots, and ethnic fighting this spring and summer. I will steer clear of companies
operating in any of the “stans” for obvious geopolitical reasons.
The Luxemburg-based company, Frontier Rare Earths that Jack writes about is new with little public
information available. It holds the Zandkopsdrift deposit in South Africa and recently applied for a
Toronto Stock Exchange listing. I have not found sufficient information to comment.

In my opinion most of the companies discussed above have projects of merit in rare earth element space.
That does not imply I will consider them for speculative investment using my key criteria for investing of
Share Structure, People, and Projects and employing my Power of Two philosophy.
I will let you decide which are worthy of your speculation. As Otto sez: DYODD dudes and dudettes!
P.S. I own shares of Quest Rare Minerals and Rare Element Resources. Quest is a sponsor of my website.

Ciao for now,
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